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Cohesive Fracturing and Stresses Caused by Hydration Heat
in Massive Concrete Wall

Zdeněk P. Bažant, F.ASCE1; Jin-Keun Kim2; and Sang-Eun Jeon3

Abstract: Avoidance of cracking damage due to hydration is an important objective in the design of nuclear reactor contain
Assessment of the safety against cracking requires a realistic material model and its effective numerical implementation. Toward
the paper develops a comprehensive material model which includes approximate simulation of cracking based on the prin
cohesive fracture mechanics, as well as an up-to-date creep formulation with aging and temperature effects. A standard heat c
model is incorporated in the analysis as well. Since the crack width is the most important characteristic of cracking damage, p
attention is paid to crack spacing which governs crack width. The results of stability analysis of parallel crack systems based on
mechanics are used to estimate the spacing of open cracks as a function of their depth. Numerical simulations clarifying variou
of hydration heat effects are presented.
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Introduction

Thermal stresses due to hydration heat can cause extensive c
ing in massive concrete structures. To avoid it, the design mus
based on realistic calculations.

The problem of high temperature effects on concrete~Bertero
and Polivka 1972; Bernander and Gustafsson 1981; Em
1985; Bazˇant and Kaplan 1996; etc.!, and specifically the problem
of cracking due to hydration heat, have been studied continuo
since the building of large dams began in the 1930s~e.g., Lea and
Jones 1935; Carlson and Forbrick 1938! ~see also Maslov 1940
Czernin 1962; Lea 1970; Neville 1981!. Because of the curren
heightened concern with the safety of nuclear power plants,
problem has recently received renewed attention aimed at de
ing nuclear containments and their construction procedure. M
relalistic predictions of the width of cracks caused by hydrat
heat are needed to adopt proper mitigating measures~such as
cooling of concrete mix, cooling of the wall after casting, cho
of cement type and admixtures, the amount, size and layou
reinforcement, the level of prestress, etc.!.

Since fracture mechanics of quasibrittle materials such as
crete~Bažant and Planas 1998! is a relatively young theory, it is
not surprising that, despite the long history of research, its
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has not been investigated nor appreciated in the design com
nity. The energetic aspects of crack propagation are the domin
consideration in determining the spacing of thermal cracks. T
spacing of cracks governs their opening width, which is of ma
concern in design. The width in turn governs the stiffness
cracked concrete and thereby affects the magnitude of ther
stresses.

The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive m
ematical model for determining the stresses and the width of
cracks produced by hydration heat in a massive concrete w
such as the wall of a nuclear containment shell. The consid
ations of crack spacing will be embedded in the classical smea
cracking concept. Aside from an algorithm for the opening a
closing of cracks, the model will incorporate up-to-date alg
rithms for creep of young concrete and its aging at variable te
perature. The evolution of temperature distributions will be i
cluded in the numerical calculations, and the effect
temperature-dependent aging on the rate of generation of hyd
tion heat will be taken into account.

The modeling will exploit several simplifying features of the
problem of hydration heat in a thick wall. While the gradient o
temperature causes the pore water in concrete to diffuse in
direction of decreasing temperature, in a massive wall the wa
diffusion is a very slow process lasting many years. It cannot
significant during the relatively short period of elevated temper
ture caused by hydration~lasting only a few weeks!, and will
therefore be neglected. Although diffusion of pore water is al
caused by drying from the surface, this effect, too, can
neglected—not only for the reason just mentioned but also b
cause, during the period of elevated temperatures due to hy
tion, the surface of concrete is normally protected from drying

Furthermore, since only the central part of a far-extending w
will be considered, the initial normals to the wall may be assum
to remain straight and normal, the strainsey andez in the in-plane
coordinate directionsy andz ~Fig. 1! to remain uniform, and the
problem to be spatially one dimensional in transverse directionx.
This will be another helpful simplification. Since the curvatur
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Fig. 1. Element of planar wall fixed at ends~top left!, and cylindrical
wall ~top right!, both analyzed one dimensionally, and wall eleme
considered in numerical analysis~bottom!
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HereU5effective activation energy of cement hydration~which
characterizes the rate of heat generation!; R5universal gas con
stant; andT05reference temperature; usuallyT05273125 K. In
the absence of tests, the functionḢ(T,te) may be approximately
estimated from the data presented in Bazˇant and Kaplan~1996! or
Neville ~1981, p. 42, Fig. 1.16!.

Substituting the first of Eq.~1! into the second, we get

rC
]T

]t
5b

]2T

]x2 1rcḢ~ te! (3)

This is the one-dimensional diffusion equation for heat cond
tion with a distributed heat sourcercḢ. The dependence of he
conductivity of concrete on its temperature and degree of hy
tion ~as well as moisture content! is here neglected as it is rath
weak. Also neglected is the effect of cracking on heat conduc
ity.

The initial condition att50 ~the moment of set of concrete!
and all x is T5T15given initial temperature, considered to
uniform. The concrete wall is considered to occupy the reg
2h/2<x<h/2 ~Fig. 1!. Since the thicknesshf of the formwork
~or any cover that may provide thermal insulation! is small com-
pared to the wall thickness (hf!h), the temperature distributio
across the formwork is almost linear for most of the time, and
the thermal boundary conditions may be written as

b
]T

]x
56bf

T2Te

hf
for x57

h

2
, t>0 (4)

wherebf5heat conductivity of the formwork. The temperatureTs

at the surface of the formwork is not exactly the same as
environmental temperatureTe , and the proper boundary cond
tion at the surface of the formwork isq5ms(Te2Ts), wherems

5surface emissivity, which depends mainly of the circulation
air. This may be conveniently taken into account by imaginin
layer of thicknesshf

ad ~called the equivalent surface thickness! to
be added to the formwork. Considering a linear temperature
tribution across the formwork, an added layer of thicknesshf

ad

5bf /ms gives the same heat flux as a finite surface emissiv
Thus the aforementioned boundary conditions Eq.~4! remain
valid if we assume the formwork thickness in the calculations
represent the actual formwork thickness increased byhf

ad. For
approximate calculations, though, we may assumehf

ad'0.
To justify our neglect of moisture transport, let us compare

rates of the heating and drying processes. The heat diffusivi
DT5b/(rC), and for the aforementioned values~with r
52300 kg/m3 and 1 calorie54.1868 J) one gets the typical es
mate DT50.41 cm2/s. It is illuminating to compare this to th
diffusivity of pore water, which is typicallyDw50.1 cm2/day for
mature concrete~Bažant and Najjar 1972!, and roughly 103
larger for concrete 1 week old. The characteristic time for dryi
which may be taken as the time for a front of drying to penetr
from the outer face to the middle of the wall of a typical reac
containment, is about

tchw5~h/2!2/12Dw54.6 years (5)

where h5wall thickness, here considered ash50.9 m. This
should be compared with the characteristic time for heat con
tion in the wall of the same thickness, which is taken as the t
for a heat front to propagate from a heated face to the middl
the wall

tchT5~h/2!2/12DT56.9 min!tchw (6)

Because of continued heating by hydration, elevated tempera
radius of the wall is large compared to the thickness of the w
the curvature will be neglected.

The effect of reinforcement will be neglected in the prese
analysis, although the way to consider it is well known and n
very difficult. Since the main effect of reinforcement is to redu
the spacing, and thus the width, of tensile cracks~Bažant and
Wahab 1980!, the neglect of reinforcement leads to the wor
possible prediction and is on the side of safety.

Evolution of Temperature Distributions

The heat fluxq in the direction of coordinatex and the heat
balance condition may be written as

q52b
]T

]x
, rC

]T

]t
52

]q

]x
1rcḢ~ te! (1)

~e.g., Bazˇant and Kaplan 1996, p. 201!; here t5time ~measured
from the instant of set of concrete!; T5absolute temperature;b
5heat conductivity of~wet! concrete~typically 2.3 W/m°C! ~Ba-
žant and Kaplan 1996, p. 65!, whose temperature dependen
~Neville 1981! is only mild and is here neglected;r5mass den-
sity of concrete;C5 isobaric heat capacity~specific heat! of ~wet!
concrete~typically C'1,100 J/(kg°C, but it ranges from 840 t
1,170, according to Neville 1981, p. 491; or Bazˇant and Kaplan
1996, pp. 60 and 212!; andrc5mass of cement per unit volume
of concrete. Furthermore,Ḣ(te)5rate of heat generation~per unit
mass of cement! by the exothermal chemical reactions of hydr
tion. This rate is considered to be a given function of the deg
of hydration, which may be characterized by the equivalent
dration periodte ~also called the maturity!

te~x,t !5E
0

t

bT~x,t8!dt8
(2)

bT~x,t8!5expFUR S 1

T0
2

1

T~x,t8! D G
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Fig. 2. ~Top! Sequence of temperature profiles at subsequent tim
t0 ,t1 ,...,t6 during hydration.~Middle! Parallel thermal cracks~open-
ing grossly exaggerated! and nodal subdivision.~Bottom! Typical
stress distribution after formation of cohesive cracks.
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mum possible degree of hydration of cement~not all the cement
present in concrete can be hydrated!. The value ofH` may be
gradually increased in small steps up to the correct value and,
each value ofH` , optimization may be conducted using the s
lution for the previous value ofH` as the initial estimate.

We pursue the former. We subdivide the cross-wall coordin
x by n nodal pointsxi ( i 51,2,...n) into n21 equal intervals~or
elements! Dx ~Fig. 1!, and the timet by discrete timest r (r
51,2,...N) into N time stepsDt5t r 112t r . The time steps should
be increased with time, for the sake of computational efficien
We use a Crank–Nicolson type algorithm~Crank 1957!, which is
based on central difference approximations for the spatial a
temporal derivatives in Eq.~3!, centered atxi and at (t r

1t r 11)/2;

b

2Dx2 ~Ti 21,r 1122Ti ,r 111Ti 11,r 111Ti 21,r22Ti ,r1Ti 11,r !

5
rC

Dt
~Ti ,r 112Ti ,r !2

rc

2
~Ḣ i ,r 111Ḣ i ,r ! (7)

The values of temperatureT at t r 11 are the unknowns. Isolating
them on the left-hand side, we get the following system of diffe
ence equations:

b

2Dx2 ~Ti 21,r 111Ti 11,r 11!2S rC

Dt
1

b

Dx2DTi ,r 11

52
rc

2
@Ḣ~Ti ,r 11 ,tei ,r 11

!1Ḣ~Ti ,r ,tei ,r
!#

2S rC

Dt
2

b

Dx2DTi ,r2
b

2Dx2 ~Ti 11,r1Ti 21,r ! (8)

( i 52,3,...,n21). This represents a banded system ofn22 equa-
tions forn22 unknownsT2,r 11 , T3,r 11 ,...,Tn21,r 11 . The values
of T1,r 11 andTn,r 11 are known from the boundary condition.

If the values ofT at the surface nodes are not specified, th
T1,r 11 , Tn,r 11 become two additional unknowns and one needs
add to the equation system the more general boundary condit
in Eq. ~4!. Their discrete form is

b

Dx
~T2,r 112T1,r 11!5

bf

hf
~T1,r 112Te!

(9)

b

Dx
~Tn21,r 112Tn,r 11!5

bf

hf
~Tn,r 112Te!

The case of a perfectly insulated surface can be modeled m
simply ~while retaining second-order accuracy! if one lets the
boundary element straddle the surface~the actual surface being
located in the middle of the element! and assumes for that ele
ment a zero heat conductivitybf50. This is also the simplest way
to handle the condition of symmetry at the midthickness of t
wall x50.

The discrete values of the equivalent hydration periodte are
calculated, according to Eq.~2!, from the incremental relation

tei ,r 11
5tei,r1Dt expFUR S 1

T0
2

2

Ti ,r1Ti ,r 11
D G (10)

BecauseḢ i ,r 11 depends on the unknownTi ,r 11 through tei ,r 11
,

and possibly also directly, Eq.~8! represents nonlinear equations
Therefore, iteration of the time step is needed. In each iterati
may persist in the wall for several weeks. Since 6.9 min, as w
as the period of several weeks is much less than 4.6 years, w
justified in neglecting the effect of moisture diffusion. Howev
for much thicker bodies such as gravity dams, in which the
evated temperatures persist far longer, moisture diffusion
comes important~one might wonder whether cracking could a
celerate overall moisture diffusion enough to influence the hea
of containment wall; however, this acceleration is less than
order of magnitude for normal crack width! ~see Bazˇant et al.
1987!.

Numerical Solution of Temperature Distributions

The conductivityb and heat capacityC of concrete may be taken
approximately as constant. IfḢ too were a constant, the diffusio
equation~3! would be linear. The solution for a wall, having th
form of Fourier series, could then be taken directly from Carsl
and Jaeger’s book~Carslaw and Jaeger 1959!. However,Ḣ de-
pends on the temperature history, which makes the problem
linear ~Bažant and Kaplan 1996!.

There are two ways to solve the evolutions of temperat
profilesT(x,t) ~Fig. 2 top! from the nonlinear diffusion equation
~1! solve Eq.~3! by finite differences, or~2! substitute the un-
known temperature-dependent heat generationḢ into the Fourier
series solution and use the Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear
mization algorithm. In the latter, in order to achieve convergen
one would need to setḢ(te)5H`g(te), where g(te)5given
function andH`5total heat liberated upon reaching the ma
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2003 / 23
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tei ,r 11
and Ḣ(Ti ,r 11 ,tei ,r 11

) are evaluated using theTi ,r 11 value
from the preceding iteration. But for the first analysis of the ti
step, they are evaluated from the preceding time step.

Aging Viscoelastic Behavior

Let us assume that, during the heating of concrete by hydra
the resultant forces in the cross section of a wall~Fig. 1!, per unit
distances in they andz directions, include only the normal forc
Ny , which is given, while the bending momentsM y5Mz50. For
the sake of simplicity, we further assume that, at everyx, the
normal forces in the in-plane directionsy and z are the same
Nz5Ny , @i.e., that the stress state is everywhere biaxial~in real-
ity, Nz and Ny may of course be quite different, but our ma
objective is to illustrate the solution procedure, which would
similar even ifNzÞNy)#. Restricting attention to the central po
tion of a far extending wall of uniform properties, the in-pla
normal straine in the wall, caused by hydration heat, must
uniform throughout the wall thicknessh and the same in bothy
andz directions;ey5ez5e. The in-plane normal stressess at the
samex are also the same in bothy andz directions but of course
vary with x throughout the wall thickness.

Furthermore, since there are no shear forces, we may con
the thermal cracks emanating from the surfaces to be norm
the wall. It will not be an excessive simplification if we assum
these cracks to be normal to eithery or z axes. For the purpose o
one-dimensional analysis, we imagine these cracks to be con
ously smeared. Accordingly, despite crack formation, all the c
sections~or all the normals to the wall, at any locationy,z! may be
considered to be in the same state, andsxy5sxz5syz5sx50.
These assumptions render one-dimensional analysis possibl

Let j be the cracking~or fracturing! normal strains in they and
z directions. The strain in the concrete between the cracks, w
is e2j, must follow the viscoelastic constitutive equation f
uncracked concrete, with the aging of course included. The el
strains and creep at variable stress may be determined by a
ing the principle of superposition for concrete creep~see, e.g.,
Bažant 1982; RILEM 1988!. This leads to the following biaxia
constitutive relation with aging:

e~ t !2j~ t !5E
0

t

Jb~ t,t8!s~x,dt8!1a@T~x,t !2T0# (11)

~Bažant and Chern 1985a!; heret50 corresponds to the instant o
the set of concrete~i.e., the moment when concrete ceases bein
liquid!; a5thermal expansion coefficient of concrete~which is
about 1025); Jb(t,t8)5(12n)J(t,t8)5biaxial compliance func-
tion of concrete, representing the strain at aget caused by a uni
biaxial stress applied at aget8; n5Poisson ratio of concrete (n
'constant50.18 for both elastic strains and creep!; J(t,t8)
5uniaxial compliance function of concrete, on which extens
test data are available~e.g., Hanson 1953; Harboe 1958; RILE
1988; Bazˇant and Baweja 2000; Jira´sek and Bazˇant 2002!. The
notation s(x,dt8) defines the so-called Stieltjes integral, whi
has the advantage that it is defined not only for continuous s
histories but also for discontinuous histories which stress jum
In time intervals with a continuous stress variation, the Stiel
integral may be reduced to the standard~Riemann! integral by
setting:

s~x,dt8!5
]s~x,t8!

]t8
dt8 (12)

For computations, it would be more efficient to replace
integral-type constitutive relation in Eq.~11! with an equivalent
24 / JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2003
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rate-type constitutive relation based on the Kelvin or Maxw
chain and the solidification theory~e.g., RILEM 1988; Bazˇant
1995; Jirásek and Bazˇant 2001!. We do not need to pursue it
however, because computational efficiency is not important i
one-dimensional problem~multidimensional generalizations
would of course be a different matter!.

A realistic long-time compliance function~Bažant and Prasan-
nan 1989; Bazˇant 1995, Bazˇant and Baweja 2000! for concrete
can be defined by a simple expression for the compliance ratJ̇,
but a simple, exactly equivalent, expression forJ(t,t8) does not
exist ~because, due to aging, the integration leads to a gen
binomial integral which cannot be integrated in a closed form!.
For a numerical step-by-step solution, however, an expression
the total complianceJ is not needed. It suffices, and is actual
simpler, to use an expression for the compliance rateJ̇(t,t8)
5]J(t,t8)/]t. Therefore, we differentiate Eq.~11! with respect to
t and multiply the resulting expression by the time increme
Dt5t r 112t r . Thus we obtain for the strain incrementDe
5e r 112e r the following central difference approximation:

De5CvDs i1De i
v1aDTi1Dj i (13)

Cv5Jr 11,r
b

(14)

De i
v5Dt(

q51

r 21

J̇r 11,q1~1/2!
b ~s i ,q112s i ,q!

~Bažant 1982; Bazˇant and Kaplan 1996; Jira´sek and Bazˇant 2002!
where we dropped subscripti from De because, according to ou
assumptions, the stress profiles in the wall are symmetric and
strain e may be considered to be constant throughout the w
thickness; we also introduced the short notationJr ,q

b 5Jb(t r ,tq);
De i

v5viscoelasic strain increment;Cv represents the biaxia
short-time viscoelastic compliance for the current time step; s
scriptq1 1

2 refers to the value at time (tq1tq11)/2 ~which can be
approximated as the average of theJb values attq andtq11); i.e.,
J̇r 11,q1(1/2)

b 5( J̇r 11,q
b 1 J̇r 11,q11

b )/2. Furthermore, one might won
der whetherCv5Jr 11,r 1(1/2)

b would not be a better approximation
but the approximation in Eq.~14!, which corresponds to the ef
fective modulus for creep, is actually more accurate~RILEM
1988!.

Equilibrium in the cross section of the wall requires that

E
0

h

s~x,t !dx5Ny~ t ! ~ t>0! (15)

For a discrete numerical approximation of this equation, we
the trapezoidal rule

(
i 51

n

cis i ,r5Nyr
~r 51,2,...,N! (16)

where s i ,r5stress value at nodei at time t r , and ci

5coefficients of the trapezoidal numerical integration formu
c15cn51/2, c25•••5cn2151 ~a higher-order numerical nu
merical approximation would hardly be helpful because the tre
ment of boundaries would become complicated, and also bec
the stress distribution need not be very smooth if fracturing
curs; Fig. 2 bottom!.

Fracture Mechanics Aspects and Crack Band Model

The cracking of concrete can be conveniently modeled in
smeared continuum manner but special measures have to be
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Fig. 3. ~a! Parallel thermal cracks at their closest possible spac
given by width of crack band~width of fracture process zone, corre
sponding to maximum aggregate size!; ~b! parallel thermal cracks at
doubled spacing, with a closed initial crack between each pair.
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Fig. 4. ~Top left! Bilinear softening curve of stresss versus crack
opening displacementw for cohesive crack model assumed for ana
sis. ~Top right! Upward shift of this curve due to strength gain wi
age.~Middle two rows! Idealized rules for cohesive crack respon
used in computations—uncracked, virgin cracking~softening!,
unloading and reloading.~Bottom! Alternative more realistic rules
not used in computations.
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to satisfy the requirements of fracture mechanics. A simple wa
do that is to base the analysis on the crack band model~Bažant
1976, 1982; Bazˇant and Oh 1983!. This model approximately
takes into account the localization of distributed cracking i
discrete cracks which have a certain characteristic spacings. Be-
cause the adjacent parallel crack bands, simulating parallel c
sive cracks~Fig. 2 middle!, cannot overlap~Fig. 3 left!, the mini-
mum possible spacing of these cracks must be taken equal t
empirically known widthwc of the crack band. According to th
crack band model, the bandwidthwc must be considered a mat
rial property in order to avoid spurious localization of smea
continuum damage with the accompanying spurious mesh s
tivity, and to ensure correct energy dissipation. Roughlywc

'3da whereda5maximum aggregate size.
When the parallel thermal cracks in unreinforced or ligh

reinforced concrete become too long, every other crack closes
the spacing of the remaining~dominant! cracks doubles~Fig. 3
right!. The doubling becomes repeated whenever the ratio o
length a of the dominant cracks to their spacings exceeds a
certain critical value. This is a phenomenon of bifurcation
equilibrium path, as determined by stability analysis of a sys
of interacting parallel cracks~Bažant and Ohtsubo 1977; Bazˇant
et al. 1979; Bazˇant and Wahab 1979, 1980; Bazˇant and Raftsho
1982; Bazˇant and Cedolin 1991, Chap. 12!. According to linear
elastic fracture mechanics, the spacing of the dominant~open!
cracks increases roughly as

s5fa (17)

wheref'0.69 ~Fig. 3!, and as an approximation, we accept t
relation for cohesive fracture. The crack spacing, however, ca
be less than about 3da , which corresponds to the effective wid
of the crack band in the crack band model. Thus the general
for the dominant crack spacing may be approximately written

s5ca, c5maxS f,
3da

a D (18)

wheref5dimensionless coefficient.
The valuef50.69 applies only for unreinforced or weak

reinforced walls. The value off needs to be reduced if the wa
has a load-bearing reinforcement, more precisely, a reinforcem
ratio exceeding about 0.2%~which corresponds to the so-calle
t

minimum shrinkage and temperature reinforcement; Bazˇant and
Wahab 1980!. If there is a heavy and dense three-dimensio
reinforcing mesh, thens'3da5constant, for any crack length
which is equivalent to settingf50 in Eq.~18!. Since the parallel
thermal cracks propagating symmetrically from the opposite fa
of the wall cannot be longer thanD/2, the maximum possible
crack spacing in a wall of thicknessD is

smax'
1
2cD (19)

According to the crack band model or the cohesive cra
model, the crack-bridging~cohesive! stresss5 f (d) where f (d)
JOURNAL OF ENGINEERING MECHANICS / JANUARY 2003 / 25
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6,
5decreasing function of the crack openingd characterizing the
cohesive fracture properties of the material. This function is h
assumed as the usual bilinear function defined in Fig. 4~top!.

Since the strains and stresses do not vary monotonically,
also necessary to define the rules for unloading and reloadin
the cohesive crack. An idealized simple rule used in the pre
computations is shown graphically in Fig. 4~middle two rows!,
and an alternative rule not used in computations in Fig. 4~bot-
tom!. These rules are simplified versions of those demonstra
experimentally by Reinhardt and Cornelissen~1984! used in the
drying creep studies of Bazˇant and Chern~1985a, b!.

In a general smeared cracking model, one cannot assum
cracking strain to be simply a function of the stress because
dominant crack spacings may vary. The proper approach is t
assume that the smeared cracking strainj accumulated over the
distances between the cracks must be equal to the opening w
d of the cohesive cracks, i.e.,sj5d ~Fig. 2!. In the cohesive crack
model, d is assumed to be a unique decreasing function of
crack-bridging cohesive stresss, d5 f (s), which means that

j i5
d i

s
5

f ~s i !

max~3da,0.69a!
if j i>j i max

(20)

~Fig. 2! wherej i max, introduced to define the loading criterion
represents the maximum tensile cracking strain that has so
occurred at nodei ~its value must be stored for each node a
updated in each time step!. Function f may be simplified as a
bilinear function beginning its descent ats5 f t8 for d5j50 and
terminating ats50 for some critical openingd f ~Fig. 2!.

If the crack opening increases, the increment of cracking st
at nodei may thus be written as

Dj i5CiDs i (21)

Ci5
f ~s i1Ds i !2 f ~s i !

max~3da,0.69a!
if Dj i>0, j i>j i max

whereCi5current tangential compliance of cracking at nodei,
which depends ond, and thus onj.

Since cracks that opened due to hydration heat may later c
one also needs a rule for unloading, and more generally also
reloading and possible renewed virgin loading. A simple ru
which has been used in the present computations, is expla
graphically by Fig. 4, and its mathematical formulation is bet
given later as part of the overall algorithm. A more sophistica
rule for the unloading, not used in the present computations
defined in the Appendix.

Time Step Algorithm

Substituting Eqs.~14! and~20! for loading or the rules in Fig. 2 or
the Appendix for unloading, into Eq.~13!, we have the complete
incremental stress–strain relation that is needed for step-by-
analysis.

De r5~Cv,r
i 1Cr

i !Ds r
i 1Dev,r

i 1a iDTr
i (22)

in which

Cv,r
i 5Jr 11/2,r 11/2

i 1Dt r J̇r 11,r 11/2
i (23)

Dev,r
i 5 (

q51

r 21

~sq11
i 2sq

i !Dt rJr 11,r11/2
i (24)

where Cv,r
i 5effective incremental compliance; andDev,r

i

5effective inelastic strain increment due to viscoelastic
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~creep!. Both these quantities can be evaluated before solving
variables for t r 11 . The step-by-step solution of stresses a
strains in time step (t r ,t r 11) may proceed according to the fo
lowing algorithm~Fig. 3!:
1. loop over all nodesi 51,...,n.
2. evaluateCv,r

i andDev,r
i from Eq. ~14!. Set I 51 ~which we

call, for the sake uniformity, the first ‘iteration,’ althoug
strictly speaking, onlyI>2 represent iterations!.

3. For the first ‘‘iteration,’’ I 51, and for all nodesi 51,...,n,
estimate the average and final stress values in the ste
s̄ i5s r

i and ŝ5s r
i .

4. Loop on iterations,I 51,2,...,Nit .
5. If j i.0, go to 10.
6. Now j i<0. SetCi50.
7. If s̄ i, f t8

i , go to 15 (f t8
i is also a function of maturity, i.e

time and temperature; which meansf t8 is dependent on tim
stepr and nodei.!.

8. Now s̄ i> f t8
i . SetCi5c(s̄ i).

9. Go to 15.
10. If Dj i<0 ~crack unloading!, go to 14.
11. Now j i.0 andDj i.0. If s̄ i,c(s̄ i), go to 13.
12. Virgin crack loading: SetCi5c(s̄ i) and go to 15.
13. Reloading of crack: SetCi5Cu whereCu is the specified

unloading slope defined by either Fig. 2, or by the App
dix. Go to 15.

14. Unloading of crack: SetCi5Cu .
15. End of the loop on nodesi 51,...,n.
16. According to equilibrium condition Eq.~16!, calculate

De5F(
i51

n
ci

Cv,r
i 1Cr

i ~Dev,r
i 1aiDTr

i !1DNyr

i GY(
i51

n
ci

Cv,r
i 1Cr

i

(25)
1. For all the nodes (i 51,...,n), calculate

Dsr
i 5

Der2Dev,r
i 2aiDTr

i

Cv,r
i 1Cr

i (26)

and sets̄ i5s r
i 1 1

2Ds r
i , ŝ i5s r

i 1Ds r
i .

2. If I ,Nit , or if a specified tolerance is met~which is the end
of iteration loop!, resetI←I 11 and go to 5

3. Resetr←r 11, go to 1, and start the next time step.

Numerical Results

The data on the heat of hydration of concrete are, for co
nience, optimally approximated with the function

H~ te!5H`

~ te2t0!n

a1~ te2t0!n (27)

whereH`5final heat of hydration~per unit mass of cement!; t0

5delay time for the onset of hydration, anda andn5constants to
be determined from experimental data. As seen in Fig. 5~left!, the
optimal values ofH` , t0 , a, andn are 110, 0.15, 1.21, and 0.7
for Type I cement, and 105, 0.2, 1.53, and 0.8 for Type V cem
based on experimental data withw/c50.4 at a constant temper
ture of 20°C.

To verify function ~27! adopted to approximate the hydrati
heat evolution, an adiabatic temperature rise calculated with
function is compared to the experimental results for concr
made with Type V cement, water/cement ratio 0.40 and co
aggregate content 989 kg/m3. Three cases of concrete mixtur
are considered, with sand/aggregate ratios 0.42, 0.39 and 0.3
cases 1, 2, and 3; water contents 160, 181, and 200 kg/m3, cement
contents 400, 450, and 500 kg/m3, fine aggregate contents 72



f
othermal
ement
Fig. 5. ~Left! Test data on hydration heat generated as function of equivalent agete , curve of hydration heat used as input, and results o
numerical simulations~because specimens are small enough to neglect their temperature change, heat of hydration is measured under is
condition!. ~Right! Measured curve of adiabatic heating of insulated specimen, and comparison with its numerical simulations for various c
contents~type V!.
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630, and 544 kg/m3, and admixture contents 2, 2.26, and 2
kg/m3, respectively. Furthermore, the following data are used
calculations: Cement contents 400, 450, and 500 kg/m3; activa-
tion energy of hydrationU given byU/R54,000 K ~normalized
by universal gas constantR!; coefficient of heat conductivity
8,790 J/m h °C~2.1 kcal/m h °C!; specific heat of concrete 1,17
J/kg °C ~0.28 kcal/kg °C!, and mass density of concrete 2,3
kg/m3. As seen in Fig. 5~right!, the results calculated with thi
function agree well with the experimental data.

Fig. 1 ~top! shows two examples of simple structures wh
are used to verify the present analytical procedure for calcula
temperature and crack histories. They are:~1! a wall fixed at ends
and ~2! a cylindrical ~axisymmetric! wall, both 1.2 m thick. For
calculating the temperature distributions throughout the conc
wall ~Fig. 2 top!, a rather fine nodal subdivision~in one dimen-
sion! is used~Fig. 2 bottom!. The following input data are con
sidered for this example: cement content 300 kg/m3; concrete
temperature at placing 20°C; ambient temperature 20°C, and
conduction coefficient 9.8 kcal/m2 h °C.

The calculation of the development of stress distributions
thermal cracking is based on the stress crack–opening disp
ment curve shown in Fig. 4~top and middle!, in which, according
to the CEB-FIP Model Code,s150.15f t8 ; w152(GF / f t8)
20.15wc ; andwc5aFGF / f t8 , whereGF5kd( f c8)

0.7, andaF and
kd are functions of the maximum aggregate sizeda . Further input
values: coefficient of thermal expansion51025/°C, and cylindri-
cal compressive strength of concrete at 28 days533.4 MPa. In
the analysis of cracking, the variation of tensile strength with
equivalent hydration periodte has been considered, expressed
f t8(te)50.227@ f t8(te)#2/3 which is the lower-bound estimate of th
splitting tensile strength according to the CEB-FIP Model Co
~1988!, if age t is replaced withte . To take into account the
increase of tensile strength, the stress–crack opening disp
ment curve is considered as age dependent, as shown in F
~top right!.

In the computations, it is assumed, for the sake of simplic
that the normal force resultants in the cross sections of the
are zero. This means that the structure is assumed not yet
g

te

at

d
e-

s

e-
. 4

,
ll
be

prestressed and, if the bottom part of the containment is cons
ered, that the full weight of the containment structure does not
act in the cross section. To adjust the calculations to any nonz
prescribed normal force in the cross section would of course
easy.

Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show typical computational results. As seen
Fig. 6, the peak temperature is achieved at each node at a t
between 1 and 2 days. The overall temperature peak, which
curs in the center of wall, is about 48°C, for the assumptions a
input considered here.

Fig. 7 displays the computational results for a cylindrical~axi-
symmetric! concrete wall. In this case, no cracks develop, whic
is of course the desired behavior and means that the desig
good.

Fig. 6. Calculated histories of temperature at nodes 1, 7, 13, and
located, respectively, at distances 0, 15, 30, and 60 cm from surf
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Fig. 7. Numerical results for axisymmetric wall, for which no cracks develop:~a! calculated stress histories at various nodes;~b! stress profiles
across wall at various ages of concrete;~c! strain at various ages in longitudinal directions of wall, same for all nodes
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To demonstrate the effect of cracking, another computation
made for a concrete wall with fixed boundaries iny andz direc-
tions. In this case, the in-plane normal strains are zero. The res
are shown in Fig. 8.

Figs. 7~a and b! and 8~a and b! show that the stress historie
undergo a reversal at the time of peak temperature, for the c
both without and with cracking. However, the stress profiles
different. For an axisymmetric wall@Figs. 7~a and b!#, the early
stress profiles show tension in the surface layer@Fig. 7~b!# but
after several days the surface layer goes into compression a
smaller tensile stress develops in the center of the wall. The
son for this behavior is that the early creep is much larger~be-
cause of a higher temperature and a lower age! than the late-age
creep@this is similar to the development of stress profiles caus
by long-time drying~Bažant and Chern 1985a; Bazˇant and Xi
1994!#. These stress profiles mean that the concrete wall is s
jected to internal restraints. For fixed end wall@Figs. 8~a and b!#
the early stress profiles show compression through the wh
thickness of the wall, but then go into tension, which means t
stress evolution in the concrete wall is significantly affected
external restraints. In this case, the stress in the center of the
is much larger than that at the surface.
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The effect of cracking is to reduce the stress levels in gene
Fig. 8~c! shows the profile of the cracking strain, which represen
the ratio of crack width to spacing. The crack depth is also a
parent from this diagram, and the spacing can be back calcula
from the crack depth. Fig. 7~c! shows the evolution of the longi-
tudinal thermal strain in the wall. As seen, its maximum
reached in about 1 day.

Conclusions

1. Although the objective of a good design is to avoid crackin
a realistic assessment of the safety of massive concrete w
against damage from hydration heat requires the growth
cracks to be simulated according to the principles of fractu
mechanics. The crack band model with smeared cracki
formulated so as to be equivalent to the cohesive cra
model, is adopted as an adequate approximation for this p
pose.

2. As is well known, the most important characteristic of crac
ing is the crack opening width, which is determined by th
crack spacing. The estimation of crack spacing requires t



Fig. 8. Numerical results for wall with fixed ends, for which cracks do develop:~a! calculated stress histories at various nodes;~b! stress profiles
across wall at various ages of concrete;~c! profiles of cracking strain~crack width divided by spacing! at various times
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ing into account what is known about the stability of parall
crack systems. As previous studies showed, the spacing
open cracks increases roughly in proportion to the cra
depth unless there is a strong and dense reinforcing mes

3. Since the effects of creep and aging are known to be v
important, the most realistic model for creep with aging mu
be used in thermal stress analysis. The advances that h
been achieved in this regard are used in developing an
to-date method of structural creep and fracture analysis a
formulating a computational algorithm.
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Appendix: Alternative Improved Rule for Crack
Unloading

A rather simple yet more realistic rule for the unloading behavi
of a cohesive crack, which can be used as a replacement
unloading stage~c! in Fig. 3, was formulated~in terms of the
cracking strain! and graphically illustrated by Bazˇant and Chern
~1985b!. Generalizing this rule slightly by introducing paramete
Y, one may define this rule as follows:

Dj i5CiDs i (28)

Ci5Y
g~sj i !

j i
if j i,j i max

whereY>1 is an empirical parameter, ands5g(d) is the in-
verse function ofd5 f (s) defining the cohesive crack model. In
the case thatY51, the foregoing rule for unloading means tha
the tangent of the unloading curve is approximately taken as p
allel to the secant of the point on the loading curve of the coh
sive crack model that has the same value ofd. In the case where
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Y is taken larger than 1, all the unloading slopes areY times
steeper than these secants, which causes the unloading curv
shift to the right. Integration of the unloading rule Eq.~28! gives
an unloading curve that intersects the displacement axis to
right of the origin and approaches a vertical asymptote lying
the right of the stress axis. These simple features produce unlo
ing curves of an almost realistic shape, resembling the test res
of Reinhardt and Cornelissen 1984!.

The irreversibility of crack opening at unloading enhances t
compressive stress at surface, and thus elevates the tensile s
in the core in the late stage of hydration.
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